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Abstract Standard philosophical studies on picture perception usually investigated 
the peculiar nature of pictorial experience and the way aesthetic appreciation can be 
generated during this experience. Recently, however, the philosophical literature has 
also focused on a new aspect of picture perception: the possible involvement that the 
visual states related to action processing may actually play in pictorial experience. But 
this role has been studied only in relation to the understanding of the nature of pictorial 
experience, qua visual experience. This paper offers some preliminar speculation, which 
may guide future research, on the role of action in aesthetic appreciation of pictures.

Keywords Action. Vision. Picture perception. Aesthetic appreciation. Visual neuro-
science.
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1 Introduction

The main aim of the investigation in the philosophical literature on 
picture perception is twofold. On the one hand, a big effort has been 
devoted to the understanding of the nature of pictorial experience, 
which is taken to be a special kind of visual experience. On the oth-
er, philosophers have also investigated the way aesthetic apprecia-
tion can be generated during pictorial experience. 

Recently, the philosophical literature has also focused on a new 
and usually neglected aspect of picture perception: the possible role 
that the visual states related to action processing may actually play 
in generating correct pictorial experience. That said, this role has 
been studied only in relation to the former of the previous investiga-
tions, namely, the one related to the understanding of the nature of 
pictorial experience, qua visual experience. 

This paper wants to focus on the potential role of action for what 
concerns the second investigation, and explore the possible routes 
related to the following speculation, which grounds on the idea of 
an alleged role for action in aesthetic appreciation: that the visual 
states related to action processing may also play a role in allowing 
the spectator to enter aesthetic appreciation. The paper proposes, 
thus, a manifesto of this neglected role (within the philosophical lit-
erature), and the possible ways of spelling out this role. This mani-
festo is based on recent empirical evidence from neuroaesthetics, the 
field of neuroscience involved in the study of aesthetic appreciation. 

The idea is, then, that not only are these states crucial in our best 
explanation of how pictorial experience, in quality of a peculiar visual 
experience, can be actually reached, or is correctly generated. They 
may also be crucial, in principle, for the way pictures are a source 
of aesthetic appreciation. 

The main reason for such a speculation is the following. The phil-
osophical literature has suggested that an important perceptual as-
pect of aesthetic appreciation is given by the fact that the viewer visu-
ally represents the surface as the vehicle, or the bearer, of the marks 
from which the pictorial space emerges, i.e. of the pictorial content. 

Then, the speculation of the present paper is drawn on the basis 
of the evidence that it is possible for the spectator to represent the 
gesture related to the action that the artist has performed in order 
to realize the marks on the surface that generate the pictorial space. 

The core idea is, then, that this representation may lead the viewer 
to perceive how, due to the motor expertise of the artist, the marks 
are realized on, and emerge from, the surface upon which the pictori-
al object is encoded. The paper speculates that, since part of aesthet-
ic appreciation is taken to depend on recognizing that the pictorial 
space emerges from a surface, this could be an important perceptual-
motor aspect at the basis of the aesthetic appreciation of a pictorial 
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content. If so, the paper suggests, then this idea, coming from experi-
mental results, is a very significant source of evidence that should be 
more analysed by philosophers interested in aesthetic appreciation.

The paper proceeds as follows. I first describe the standard story 
on aesthetic appreciation of pictures, starting from usual accounts of 
the peculiar nature of pictorial experience (§ 2). Then, I discuss what 
has been recently described as the crucial role of the visual states 
related to action processing in generating pictorial experience (§ 3). 
Then, I suggest that the visual states related to action processing are 
not only crucial when it comes to the generation of appropriate picto-
rial experience, but can also play a role in aesthetic appreciation of 
pictorial objects (§ 4). Then, I offer concluding remarks on the spec-
ulation presented in this paper (§ 5).

2 Aesthetic Appreciation of Pictures

Contemporary accounts of picture perception are interested in un-
derstanding which kind of perceptual state we are in when in front 
of a picture. 

According to these accounts, during picture perception we see two 
important aspects of the perceptual object: the depicted object, i.e. 
what is usually defined the pictorial content, and the picture’s sur-
face, i.e. the vehicle of the pictorial content (Wollheim 1980; Nanay 
2011; 2015a; 2016; 2017). And several arguments have been proposed 
to suggest that we visually represent them simultaneously.1 On the 
one hand, simultaneous representation is needed as, in order to ap-
preciate a pictorial content, we must, of course, visually represent 
the pictorial space. But in order to do so, we must also correctly vis-
ually represent (in general) the surface (a notion that is not trivial).2 
Indeed, when this is not possible, we fall into the illusion of presence 
of the depicted object, as in the case of trompe l’oeils illusory paint-
ings (Ferretti 2020a; 2020c; 2021b). 

However, visual representations can be either conscious or uncon-
scious. In this respect, it has been proposed that while we must vis-
ually represent both the surface and the depicted object simultane-
ously, we cannot consciously visually represent both of them, or we 
would enter an odd visual experience.3 For this reason, it has been 
suggested that the best story on simultaneity is that we simultaneous-

1 Nanay 2011; 2015a; 2017; Ferretti 2016c; 2017a; 2017b; 2018a; 2018b; 2019; 2020a; 
2020c; 2021b; Ferretti, Marchi 2020.
2 See Nanay 2017; Ferretti 2019; 2020a; 2021b; Ferretti, Marchi 2020.
3 I cannot focus on this point here, see Hopkins 2012; see also Nanay 2017; Ferretti 
2020a; 2021b; Ferretti, Marchi 2020.
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ly consciously see (or visually represent) the depicted object while un-
consciously seeing (or visually representing) the surface.4 That means, 
ipso facto, that in order to consciously appreciate a pictorial con-
tent, me must visually represent, unconsciously, the surface (Ferret-
ti 2021b). 

But the literature on picture perception is not only interested in 
explaining how we can enter correct pictorial experience. Another 
desideratum is that of understanding what happens during aesthetic 
appreciation of pictures (for a recent review, see Nanay 2016; 2017; 
Ferretti, Marchi 2020). 

In this framework, aesthetic appreciation seemed to be based on 
the fact that we can, at once, visually represent, consciously, both the 
depicted object and the surface. So, differently from cases of usual 
picture perception without aesthetic appreciation, in which we con-
sciously see the surface while unconsciously seeing the depicted ob-
ject, when we are aesthetically appreciating a picture, we are exercis-
ing our conscious vision on both the depicted object and the surface 
(for a recent review, see Nanay 2017). 

However, as the reader can easily realize, this has been judged 
as a problematic claim: simultaneous consciousness of both the de-
picted object and the surface would lead to an odd visual experience 
(Ferretti, Marchi 2020). But aesthetic pictorial experience is not odd. 
How can we overcome this impasse? An analysis of the relations be-
tween visual consciousness and visual attention (which can be focal 
or distributed), and of the way they are at work when we are in front 
of a depicted object, has suggested that there is still a way for being 
committed to the claim that pictorial aesthetic appreciation requires 
simultaneous consciousness: in case of aesthetic appreciation, we 
consciously attend to both these two components of the picture, but 
our visual attention is distributed along the picture. This solves the 
problem of a potential odd pictorial experience during simultaneous 
consciousness, as distributed attention permits to avoid this prob-
lematic scenario (for technical details, see Ferretti, Marchi 2020).

This explanation is crucial because a peculiar perceptual feature 
of aesthetic appreciation of pictures seems to be that we can percep-
tually, consciously realize, how the pictorial content is nothing but 
what emerges from the marks visually detected upon the surface, 
which is the material bearer of the pictorial space and which is, in-
deed, visually recognized as such, i.e. as the vehicle of the pictorial 
object, during aesthetic appreciation.5 

4 For a recent review of the positions on this claim see Ferretti 2020a; 2021b; Ferret-
ti, Marchi 2020; see also Nanay 2011; 2015a; 2017.
5 For a complete review of this idea, usually related to the notion of inflection, or in-
flected seeing-in, see Nanay 2005; 2011; 2015a; 2016; 2017; Ferretti 2016a; 2016b; 2017a; 
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That said, however, this notion has been one of the most debated, 
for different reasons, in the literature on picture perception.6

This is not the venue to discuss this debate. Here, I will simply 
maintain the basic idea that an important representational compo-
nent of aesthetic appreciation of pictures is that the surface is vis-
ually represented as the bearer of the pictorial content (as recently 
discussed, Nanay 2017; Ferretti, Marchi 2020). 

In this respect, in this paper, I will assume the following notions. 
That during usual picture perception we do not need to visually rep-
resent the vehicle as such. We just need that our visual system tracks 
the presence of the surface – otherwise we’d enter the illusion of 
presence of the pictorial object (Ferretti 2018a; 2018b; 2019; 2020a; 
2021b) (cf. § 3). Indeed, we do not need to consciously visually rep-
resent the surface as the bearer of the pictorial content. Conversely, 
this seems to be crucial for aesthetic appreciation, in which not on-
ly do we need to visually track the presence of the surface, this be-
ing responsible for allowing us to enter proper pictorial experience 
(Ferretti 2016b; 2018; 2020a; 2021b), but also to consciously attend 
to the surface as such, the design as design, that is, to recognize it as 
the vehicle of the pictorial content, a surface from which the marks 
can be visually encoded as being at the basis of the pictorial space 
(Nanay 2017; Ferretti, Marchi 2020). 

So far so good. Now, it has been recently suggested that also ac-
tion plays a crucial role in order for the subject in front of the picture 
to reach a proper pictorial experience (Ferretti 2021b). I will discuss 
this notion in the next section. This will be an interesting starting 
point for the manifesto offered in this paper, as it will permit to sug-
gest that action can be crucial also in order for a spectator to reach 
aesthetic pictorial appreciation. The reader may understand how this 
follows from a simple line of reasoning.

If action is needed to achieve correct pictorial experience, then 
we might speculate that it could also have a somewhat role in reach-
ing a peculiar form of pictorial experience: aesthetic pictorial ap-
preciation. And if aesthetic pictorial appreciation is based upon the 
idea that the spectator can visually represent both the surface and 
the depicted object, as to visually represent the former as the bear-
er of the latter, then, there is room to suppose that action can play 
a somewhat role in the visual representation of the surface as the 
bearer of the pictorial content. How? Part of the aesthetic apprecia-
tion may be given by the fact that the spectator realizes that the pic-

2017b; 2018a; 2018b; 2019; Ferretti, Marchi 2020; Hopkins 2010; 2012; Kulvicki 2006; 
Lopes 2005; Voltolini 2013.
6 Nanay 2010; 2011; 2015a; 2016; 2017; Lopes 2005; Hopkins 2010; Voltolini 2013; Fer-
retti 2016c; 2018; Kulvicki 2006.
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torial space is something emerging from the marks of the depicted 
surface, a depiction that has been realized by means of specific mo-
tor acts of the painter. The visual representation of these motor acts 
might be, or so the speculation guiding this manifesto goes, (at least 
partially) responsible for the aesthetic appreciation of the pictorial 
content as the result of a sort of human poietic expertise.

Before moving on to an examination of this new claim within the 
philosophical literature, based on the focus on recent empirical evi-
dence from neuroaesthetics, I need to say something on the relation 
between action and usual pictorial experience. 

3 Action and Ordinary Pictorial Experience

The role of the visual states related to action in pictorial experience 
has been hugely neglected in the previous literature up to now and on-
ly recently analysed (Ferretti 2021b). Two ideas have been proposed. 

First, in order to enter ordinary pictorial experience, that is, an 
experience of a pictorial object confined within the pictorial space, 
our visual system must represent the presence of a surface, that is, 
of an object we can interact with, and this representation allows us 
to avoid having the impression of the presence for motoric interacta-
bility with the objects in the pictorial space. This means that what is 
called vision-for-action has to be properly attuned to the surface (Fer-
retti 2021b). When it is not the case, we enter illusions such as those 
encountered during trompe l’oeil experience, in which the pictori-
al object looks like a present object offering motor interaction (Fer-
retti 2016c; 2018b; 2020a). In these cases, we have what is called a 
breakdown of usual pictorial experience and its typical visual char-
acteristics (Ferretti 2021b).

Second, with pictorial objects we do not visually experience spatial 
shifts as we move with respect to them, and this happens because our 
visual system compensates for the pictorial space, as it is attuned to 
the spatial shifts offered by the surface, whose presence is correct-
ly tracked, as soon as we move. This means that what is called sen-
sorimotor understanding has to be properly attuned to the surface 
(Ferretti 2021b). When we cannot track the surface successfully, our 
visual system will be capable of deriving spatial shifts with respect 
to the pictorial space, as it happens with anamorphic paintings and 
trompe l’oeils (Ferretti 2020b). Even in these cases, we have a par-
tial or complete breakdown of usual pictorial experience and its typ-
ical visual characteristics (Ferretti 2021b). 

Therefore, it has been suggested, action plays a significant role 
in generating proper pictorial experience, as when these visual pro-
cesses related to action are not correctly in play (upon the surface), 
we cannot reach a correct pictorial experience (i.e., an experience of 
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what should be represented as a pictorial space) and enter the illu-
sion of being in front of a present object, offering several spatial, mo-
tor and action cues that are not normally obtained in case of stand-
ard pictures and pictorial experience thereof (for a recent review see 
Ferretti 2020a, 2020c, 2021b).

However, those accounts on the role of action in pictorial percep-
tion are on the side of the action processing pertaining to what the 
subject could do with respect to the potential motor interaction with 
the surface, or, in illusory cases, with what is depicted. That is, we 
are talking about the visual representations related to action with 
respect to the surface, or, in illusory cases, with the pictorial object, 
or the pictorial space. Let us go more slowly on this.

In usual picture perception, when we have proper pictorial experi-
ence, the conscious visual representations related to action with re-
spect to the pictorial object (the way to interact with it), or the picto-
rial space are, so to speak, silenced. Of course, we can imagine what 
we could do with respect to the depicted object, or how our perspec-
tive would change as we move, were the depicted object a real ob-
ject. However, this would not count as pictorial experience, i.e. as an 
experience of a pictorial object with respect to these motor aspects. 
Indeed, vision related to action processing for detecting presence 
for interaction is not at work with pictorial objects, as it is attuned 
to the surface, which is a present object our visual system for action 
can track – in this respect, however, our unconscious motor repre-
sentations at the brain level can be activated with respect to pictori-
al action possibilities, that is, by the geometrical characteristics of 
the objects that, were the object real, would permit us to represent 
how to interact with the object (for a technical review, see Ferretti 
2016a; see also Zipoli Caiani 2013; 2016). So, we cannot consciously 
represent the object as offering any suitable possibility for motor in-
teraction (for more details, see Ferretti 2018; 2021b). 

Precisely for this reason, if the accounts mentioned above are right, 
that is, precisely because our visual system for action can track the 
presence of a surface, our visual brain is not using those motor pro-
cesses upon the depicted object (which otherwise would be illusory 
seen as a present object), so as that we can enter pictorial experience. 

So, pictorial experience is peculiar also because the visual states 
related to the detection of presence for action are attuned only to 
the surface and, for these reason, silenced with respect to the picto-
rial space – though, as said, there can be automatic and subpersonal 
visuomotor responses, at the brain level, with respect to the pictori-
al space (cf. § 4). This is what happens in order to enter usual picto-
rial experience (Ferretti 2021b). 

However, when we are not in front of an illusion as those above 
mentioned, we can perceive how the pictorial space emerges from 
the marks upon the surface: the marks are visually encoded as the 
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components of the pictorial space that have been realized across the 
surface, which is the bearer of the pictorial content. 

And, as we have seen, recognizing and appreciating the surface as 
the bearer, the vehicle, of the pictorial content, that is, of the pictori-
al meaning, is crucial for us to enter pictorial aesthetic appreciation. 

Arguably, one may speculate that we are thus appreciating how 
the marks have been made by the artist, and this is part of this aes-
thetic appreciation.

If so, this opens to another crucial role for action not only in order 
to enter pictorial experience, but also to enter aesthetic appreciation. 

Indeed, we might speculate that there is a part of action process-
ing that is not involved in what the subject could do with the surface, 
or, in illusory cases, with the pictorial objects. Rather, action process-
ing can guide the spectator to properly visually represent, by means 
of very specific visuomotor representations, what has been done by 
the artist. This could lead, as anticipated, to a kind of aesthetic ap-
preciation depending on the spectator being capable of appreciating 
that the pictorial content is something emerging from the marks on 
the surface generated by means of specific motor acts of the artist. 
The visual representation of these motor acts might be, in turn, re-
sponsible for the appreciation of a pictorial meaning as the result of 
a human poietic expertise. 

 This speculation is the protagonist of the present manifesto and 
is analysed in the next section. In this respect, there is plenty of ev-
idence showing that the visuomotor system of the spectator can ef-
fectively represent the action not related to the surface of the picto-
rial object (i.e. the action that could be performed upon the surface), 
but related to the movements that have been executed, and are in-
deed needed to realize the marks upon the surface that, in turn, let 
the pictorial content to emerge. This can be a strong representation-
al component of aesthetic appreciation of pictures.

But, if aesthetic appreciation is related to visually representing 
how the pictorial content is (in some cases, nothing but) what results 
from marks on the surface, then, understanding, perceptually, but 
also motorically, how these marks have been realized, by the artist, 
and which actions have shaped them in order to lead to appreciate 
what is represented in the pictorial space, can be seen, ipso facto and 
a fortiori, as a crucial component of pictorial aesthetic appreciation. 

Interestingly, if so, that is, if aesthetic appreciation turns out to 
be not only given by a visual recognition given by visual attention to 
both the surface and the depicted object (Ferretti, Marchi 2020; but 
see also Nanay 2016; 2017), but also by building a visuomotor repre-
sentation of the gestures that have been employed in order to real-
ize the marks at the basis of the painting, then, it is possible to talk 
about what I will call here Motoric Aesthetic Appreciation of pictures. 
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The reader should note that, while the notion that motoric repre-
sentations may be involved in aesthetic appreciation of pictorial con-
tents has been at the center of neuroaesthetics, a proper conceptual 
and theoretical treatment of the implications of these studies for our 
best philosophical accounts of aesthetic appreciation of pictures has 
not been offered yet. This paper wants to propose a manifesto whose 
aim is to solicit the philosophical literature to fill this gap. For this 
reason, the reader should see this attempt not as offering a theory 
of Motoric Aesthetic Appreciation of pictures, but rather as a mani-
festo of the way such a peculiar aspect of Aesthetic Appreciation of 
pictures should be investigated.

In order to do so, the next section discusses the relevant sets of 
experimental results philosophers should consider if they want to ex-
plore the idea of a Motoric Aesthetic Appreciation of pictures.

4 Motoric Aesthetic Appreciation 

Philosophical discussion and/of experimental results from visual and 
motor neuroscience suggested that vision and action are deeply re-
lated in several manners.7 And this is true even for visual processing 
related to pictorial experience (Ferretti 2016c; 2018a; 2020b; 2021b).

Now, the field of neuroaesthetics has recently offered experimen-
tal results that can tell us something important about aesthetic ap-
preciation (Di Dio, Gallese 2009; Jacobsen et al. 2006; Freedberg, 
Gallese 2007).

Aesthetic appreciation can of course be, in many respects, driv-
en by an emotional experience. It is not by chance that several cor-
relates of emotional states are found to be activated during the ap-
preciation of visual arts (Di Dio, Gallese 2009; Jacobsen et al. 2006; 
Freedberg, Gallese 2007). This is perfectly in line with philosophical 
accounts suggesting that pictorial objects can foster emotional re-
sponses (Ferretti 2017a) and specific feelings (Kemp 2020). And both 
of these responses can be related, one might also suppose, to action 
and motoric processing. 

Indeed, in the case of emotions in pictorial experience, it has been 
suggested, on the basis of the philosophical analysis of several ex-
perimental results, that the areas of the brain involved in visual rec-
ognition and vision-for-action are anatomo-functionally connected 
to emotional areas, which feed the visual areas infusing emotional 
charge to the visual content. The activity of these areas can be appre-
ciated, for example, with respect to pleasant or unpleasant emotion-

7 Clark 2001; 2007; Briscoe, Grush 2015; Ferretti, Zipoli Caiani 2019; Ferretti 2016b; 
2020b; 2021a; 2021b; 2021c; Zipoli Caiani, Ferretti 2017.
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al responses during the recognition of pictorial contents. There are, 
however, also different cases concerning simple depicted objects re-
calling emotionally aversive motor situations (a broken object whose 
manipulation could be risky), or depicted people or human interac-
tions displaying an emotional content (Ferretti 2017a, esp. Sect. 5.1). 

In this respect, for example, it has been noted that pictorial objects 
can evoke motor responses directly related to the emotional sensa-
tion fostered by the depicted scene, this leading the spectator to rep-
resent, from a motor point of view, for example, the object as danger-
ous. And this can be related to a sensation of pain concerning the 
potential motor response (Ferretti 2017a, 609). Thus, as the reader 
can appreciate, there are emotional responses, with respect to mo-
tor interaction, even in the case of the perception of depicted objects. 

Accordingly, a few lines above (§ 3) I have also already specified 
that the literature has suggested that though our unconscious mo-
tor representations can be activated with respect to pictorial action 
possibilities, that is, by the geometrical characteristics of the objects 
that, were the object real, would permit us to represent how to inter-
act with the object, we cannot consciously represent the object as of-
fering any suitable possibility for motor interaction (for a technical 
review, see Ferretti 2016a; 2018b). In accordance with this, pictori-
al objects can elicit in the spectator an emotional response related 
to the representation of action possibilities (Ferretti 2017a, 609) and 
this counts as a response even if this representation is unconscious. 

But these are all examples of emotional responses concerning the 
action recalled by the object in the pictorial space.

There is the need for a small and final clarification here. I said 
you can have motoric responses about action possibilities from the 
subpersonal (and unconscious) point of view with respect to the pic-
torial space. That is, your visuomotor system can give raise to the 
simulation of a motor action that concerns the geometrical arrange-
ment of the pictorial object, as the shape of the object recalls its ac-
tion properties, those upon which you may act if the object were real. 
This is why it has been suggested that our visual brain can attrib-
ute action properties also to depicted objects. This is an automat-
ic, subpersonal and unconscious visuomotor response (see Ferretti 
2016a; 2018b) and can be related to emotional encoding of the pic-
torial content (Ferretti 2017a). However, at the personal (conscious) 
level, you do not consciously perceive any possibility of action as, in-
deed, depicted objects are two-dimensional objects you recognize 
to be confined within the pictorial space, and not actually present 
for motor interaction. This personal component of vision-for-action 
is silenced in picture perception, with respect to the pictorial space 
(Ferretti 2020a; 2020c; 2021b), cf. § 3. These two ideas are perfect-
ly compatible (2021b). In particular, in usual picture perception, the 
visual system can unconsciously track the presence of a surface for 
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motor interaction, thanks to a high-level computational mechanism 
called response selection for action planning related to vision-for-ac-
tion, while (and because of this former perceptual fact) at the con-
scious level the subject realizes that the object is pictorial and no vi-
sion-for-action can be consciously exercised on the pictorial space 
(thus, vision-for-action is, as said above, silenced). However, there is 
a low-level, subpersonal, computational motor component, the one re-
lated to motor programming, which cannot distinguish between real 
and pictorial objects, and thus automatically responds with respect 
to the geometrical arrangement of the pictorial object that concerns 
shape aspects that would be relevant if the object were real, but this 
seems to have no role in our high-level elaboration of the pictorial 
content (furthermore, this mechanism also responds to the action 
possibilities of the surface). Summing up, automatic visuomotor re-
sponses for motor programming, which can be activated in relation 
to the pictorial space, are just a small component of vision-for-action, 
especially because there is a more crucial component, which is the 
one related to the detection of presence for actual motor interaction, 
which is the one that actually allows the spectator to visually recog-
nize, even if at the unconscious level, the actual presence for interac-
tion of the surface, as well as, at the conscious level, the pictoriality 
of the depicted object. So, recognition of actual presence for motor 
interaction and mere visuomotor ascription of action properties are 
two different processes of vision-for-action, and only the former is 
crucial for detecting pictoriality. For a complete review of these as-
pects, which I cannot explain in full details here, see (Ferretti 2016a; 
2016c; 2018b; 2020a; 2020c; 2021). 

This also further clarifies the nature of the unconscious emotion-
al responses concerning the action recalled by the object in the pic-
torial space. Now, what about the perception of the action made by 
the painter? And what about the possibility for the spectator of rep-
resenting it?

A response comes from a review of results, in the field of neuroaes-
thetics, by Freedberg and Gallese (2007), in which the analysis of the 
brain resonance to pieces of visual art led the authors to suppose that 

even the artist’s gestures in producing the art work induce the 
empathetic engagement of the observer, by activating simulation 
of the motor program that corresponds to the gesture implied by 
the trace. The marks on the painting or sculpture are the visible 
traces of goal-directed movements; hence, they are capable of ac-
tivating the relevant motor areas in the observer’s brain. Despite 
the absence of published experiments on this issue, the mirror-
neuron research offers sufficient empirical evidence to suggest 
that this is indeed the case. Several studies show that motor sim-
ulation can be induced in the brain when what is observed is the 
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static graphic artifact that is produced by the action, such as a 
letter or a stroke. (202)

The authors quote a very informative study by Knoblich et al. (2002), 
in which, after observation of graphic trajectories made by other sub-
jects, participants seem to be able to simulate the action used in or-
der to generate such graphic trajectories. This perceptual-motor fact 
has been tested by making participants observing the strokes made 
by other subjects and, on the basis of the observation, checking the 
predictions made by the participants about the action related ges-
ture concerning the strokes observed in different tasks.

Of course, in line with what we know about motor expertise (Fer-
retti 2016b; 2020b; Ferretti, Zipoli Caiani forthcoming), “The more 
the actions that one observes resemble the way one would carry them 
out oneself, the more accurate the simulation” (Knoblich et al. 2002, 
1027). Accordingly, “authorship effects not only are interesting in 
themselves but also provide a way to address the issue of whether 
the action system contributes to action perception” (1044). This is in 
line with the idea that: “action perception is often accompanied by 
action simulation” (1030).

And this could tell us something about how art experts and art-
ists may be more exposed to aesthetic judgment, a judgment that not 
only depends on skills such as proper attention distribution (Vogt, 
Magnussen 2007; see also Ferretti, Marchi 2020; Nanay 2015b), but 
also, arguably, on motor expertise.

Evidence such as this, Freedberg and Gallese suggest, “shows that 
our brains can reconstruct actions by merely observing the static 
graphic outcome of an agent’s past action. This reconstruction pro-
cess during observation is an embodied simulation mechanism that 
relies on the activation of the same motor centers required to pro-
duce the graphic sign. We predict that similar results will be obtained 
using, as stimuli, art works that are characterized by the particu-
lar gestural traces of the artist, as in Fontana and Pollock” (Freed-
berg, Gallese 2007, 202).

This evidence is in line with those results showing (see the dis-
cussion by Di Dio, Gallese 2009 of these results) a crucial involve-
ment in aesthetic representations of several activations of brain ar-
eas such as the parietal cortex (Kawabata, Zeki 2004; Cela-Conde et 
al. 2009; Cupchik et al. 2009), and related premotor areas (Jacobsen 
et al. 2006), which are very crucial areas involved in both spatial en-
coding and awareness, as well as in motor representations concern-
ing both once own actions and the simulation of others actions.8 All 

8 Gallese 2005; 2007; Fogassi, Luppino 2005; Fadiga et al. 2000; for a philosophical 
analysis, see Ferretti 2016b; 2017a; 2018b.
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these studies analyse, in different manners, the relation between mo-
tor, spatial and emotional encoding during aesthetic appreciation.

The reader should note that, while several philosophical accounts 
have previously stressed the role of brain motor areas not only in the 
visual encoding of the presence of the surface, but also in the motor 
resonance concerning the motor act recalled by the kind of depicted 
objects the visual system is computing (Ferretti 2016a; 2018b), these 
new sets of evidence stress something deeper. They are about mo-
toric responses, in the spectator, concerning the action performed 
by the artist.

But this also opens to a new view of aesthetic representations. In-
deed, aside from a purely cognitive view of aesthetic appreciation, 
the idea is that “a crucial element of aesthetic experience of art-
works consists of the activation of the embodied simulation of actions, 
emotions, and corporeal sensations, and that these mechanisms are 
universal” (Di Dio, Gallese 2009, 683). Thus, it is suggested the im-
portance of “the empathic nature of the relationship automatically 
established between artworks and beholders” (Di Dio, Gallese 2009, 
683). As the authors suggest, all these sets of evidence lead to a new 
view of aesthetic appreciation, which is embodied, and which “con-
sists of two components: firstly, the relationship between embodied 
simulation-driven empathic feelings in the observer and the repre-
sentational content (the actions, intentions, objects, emotions and 
sensations portrayed in a given painting or sculpture); secondly, the 
relationship between embodied simulation-driven empathic feelings 
in the observer and the visible traces of the artist’s creative gestures 
(i.e. vigorous modelling in clay or paint, brushwork and signs of the 
movement of the artist’s hand)” (683).

Note that the basic assumptions in these studies (cf. the reviews 
by Di Dio, Gallese 2009; Freedberg, Gallese 2007) is that the motor 
mechanisms at the basis of the productions of one’s own actions also 
are at the basis of the simulation of the same observed actions when 
produced by others, as the investigation on mirror mechanisms sug-
gests (see, for example, Gallese 2005; 2007).

This is very interesting also because it suggests that there is a mo-
toric expertise, related to aesthetic appreciation, which the spectator 
has to share with the painter, as for the former to have a specific mo-
toric understanding of the motor performance, behind the gesture, 
of the latter. This recalls the idea that, during what is called correct 
picture perception, a spectator understands the painter’s intention 
and, thus, can correctly see what is actually represented in the pic-
torial space, as to have a correct representation of the depicted ob-
ject (Wollheim 1998).

These results constitute the basis for the manifesto presented here. 
They permit to explore the idea that there is an important role for ac-
tion not only in usual pictorial experience, but also in aesthetic appre-
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ciation, as it seems very likely, from these results, that the visual states 
related to action processing also play a role in allowing the spectator 
to enter aesthetic appreciation thanks to motoric processing. 

But then, these states must figure not only in our best explana-
tion of how pictorial experience, in quality of a peculiar visual expe-
rience, can be actually reached, or is correctly generated (as recent-
ly suggested, Ferretti 2021b). They appear to be crucial also for the 
way pictures are a source of aesthetic appreciation. 

Indeed, coupling these results with the famous claim in the philo-
sophical literature above reported, namely that during aesthetic ap-
preciation the viewer visually represents the surface as the vehicle, 
or the bearer, of the marks from which the pictorial space emerg-
es, i.e. of the pictorial content, leads us to appreciate the main idea 
proposed within the present manifesto: that there are motor repre-
sentations related not to the viewer’s own potential action with re-
spect to the picture, but which allow the spectator to encode the act 
of painting of the artist, which may lead the viewer to perceive how, 
due to the motor expertise of the painter, the marks are realized on, 
as well as emerge from, the surface upon which the pictorial object 
is visually represented. More specifically, the spectator can motor-
ically represent the gesture related to the action that the artist has 
performed in order to generate the marks on the surface the picto-
rial space results from. And this could arguably happen to be an im-
portant perceptual-motor aspect at the basis of the aesthetic appre-
ciation of a pictorial content.

There is a final worry I need to address here. Note that, in line 
with critics moved to these ideas, in particular to Freeedberg and 
Gallese (2007) by Casati and Pignocchi (2007), I am not suggesting 
here that these brain responses are constitutive of aesthetic expe-
riences, but just that action mechanisms and motor representations 
can play an important role in allowing us to represent the gesture of 
the painter, and this could be a crucial aspect of aesthetic appreci-
ation, as defined here. 

In particular, I am not simply saying that motor responses are at 
the basis of aesthetic appreciation without any further argument. 
The one offered here is a two-step argument. If, according to philos-
ophers, the perception of the surface as the bearer, the vehicle, of 
the pictorial content emerging from the marks made by the artist is 
at the basis of aesthetic appreciation, and if motoric responses are 
at the basis of the perceptual understanding of the surface as being 
something motorically marked by the artist, upon whose action de-
pends the visually encoded content (again, across the surface) gen-
erating the pictorial space, then, motoric responses can play a cru-
cial role in aesthetic appreciation. This claim is more philosophically 
elaborated, while less demanding, than the claim that the mere acti-
vation of the mirror system for the action behind the encoded marks 
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is constitutive of aesthetic experience, which is the one specifically 
opposed by Casati and Pignocchi.

5 Conclusion

Aesthetic pictorial appreciation, the philosophical literature sug-
gests, requires that the spectator can visually represent both the 
surface and the depicted object, as to visually represent the former 
as the material bearer of the latter. 

This paper suggests that a further good philosophical idea to in-
vestigate is that of postulating that at the basis of aesthetic pictorial 
appreciation there is the plethora of representational mechanisms by 
means of which the spectator realizes, both perceptually and motor-
ically (as these are visuomotor processes), that the pictorial space is 
something emerging from the marks of the depicted surface, produced 
by means of specific of skillful motor acts of the painter. The visual rep-
resentation of these motor acts constitutes the basis for the apprecia-
tion of the pictorial content as the result of a sort of human poietic ex-
pertise in the artistic manipulation of the surface as a material design.

Motor representations, thus, play a crucial role in, and are impor-
tant representational components of aesthetic appreciation of pic-
tures, in which the surface is visually represented as the concrete 
bearer of the visual significance of a pictorial space. Indeed, motor 
representations – related not to the spectator’s own potential action 
concerning the picture, but to the act of painting of the artist – per-
mit us to understand how what is visually elaborated on the surface 
is the result of an ensemble of marks made by the motor acts of the 
painter on such surface. And motorically representing these acts al-
low us to enter aesthetic pictorial appreciation. Or, we might say, 
Aesthetic Appreciation of pictures is Motoric Aesthetic Appreciation. 

The conclusion of the analysis of the empirical results above dis-
cussed is that the motor mechanisms related to action processing 
have a special role in order for the spectator to achieve both correct 
pictorial experience and aesthetic pictorial appreciation.

A final clarification on the purpose of this paper is needed. As the 
reader can realize, I have not been offering any strict philosophical 
argument to defend the thesis I propose here as following from the 
evidence discussed. But remember that the present paper, qua mani-
festo, simply wants to flag some important and fruitful routes for the 
philosophical literature, whose specific theoretical pathways, howev-
er, should be analysed under a more specific philosophical scrutiny. 

In this respect, there are many ways in which the thesis proposed 
in this paper might be spelled out and defended, especially with re-
spect to the specific interpretation we decide to offer in order to de-
scribe the experimental results that are significant for such a thesis. 
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The scope of the present paper was precisely to suggest that we 
have enough empirical evidence to suppose that motor processing 
plays an important role in aesthetic appreciation. But this is a very 
general thesis. I have suggested some more specific ways of look-
ing at this thesis, and with respect to the literature on picture per-
ception, on the basis of the experimental results we can dispose of. 
Like several sets of evidence used to defend a philosophical claim, 
however, also those will need an initial conceptual clarification and 
a philosophical analysis. This indeed will be important if we want 
to explicitly show how the experimental results from neuroaesthet-
ics can be precisely used in order to defend a specific philosophical 
claim, and not a very general idea, with respect to the many others 
we could cash out from them, and in relation to the general thesis 
flagged in this paper. 
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